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There's probably a little bit of Huck Finn in all of us that yearns for the chance to drift quietly
down river, or challenge the bubbling rapids of a mountain stream, savoring nature at its' best.
Tubing can be as simple or involved as you like, and as safe or risky as you make it. It can be
done in small or large groups for a few minutes, a few hours or a few days if you are so inclined.
There are no boats to trailer, no outboards to gas up, and relatively little expense or preparation.
River tubing has enjoyed tremendous popu-larity in Arizona over the past decades and more
reports are coming in all the time of the sport catching on in other parts of the country. The
information in this book along with a little common sense should help equip you for an enjoyable
tubing season with a minimum of risk. Whether you are tubing in Arizona or Alaska, these basics
should help prepare you for many safe, fun days ahead.

About the AuthorRiver Tuber Reyn Du Bois is now retired in the upscale city of Scottsdale,
Arizona and living the good life wel-earned! --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Reyn’sRiver Tubing HandbookReyn Du BoisIllustrated by Cliff Du Bois and Cheryl CarityReyns’
River Tubing HandbookFirst Edition Copyright © 1977 Second Edition Copyright © 2011 by
Reyn Du BoisAll rights reserved; foreign and domestic. No part of this book may be reproduced
in any form or by any means, mechanical or electronic, without the written permission of the
copyright holder..Published bySOUTHWEST GEOGRAPHICS Scottsdale,
ArizonaDEDICATIONThis book is dedicated to Boye Lafayette De Mente in appreciation for his
encouragement, advice and assistance. About the Author.Reyn Du Bois was introduced to River
Tubing by the Geography honorary at Arizona State University and organized a few expeditions
after graduating with a BS and an MA in geography. After serving 6 years in the Navy he took a
local discharge, living between his sailboat in Waikiki and a family Coffee plantation in Kona,
During his time in Kona he spread his time between the Coffee plantation, KKON Radio as a
“disk jockey” and general administration at Kona Village
Resort.CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONInner Tubing –Poor Man’s River Raft Do it In the Water!
What’s it all About? Why Bother? Should I Invite the Boss?SURVIVAL TIPS FOR
EXPLORERSPearls of Wisdom A Pound of Prevention Tandem Tubing: DON’TSAFETY
HINTSYou Are What You Eat and Drink! Sunny Side Up! Clock Watchers? The Tube
PatrolFLOTSAM AND JETSOMPicking the Proper Craft Care and Feeding of a River Tube The
“Well-Dressed” Tuber Keeping it Cool How to Stuff an Ice Chest Keeping Your Powder Dry First
Aid for Tube and TuberEXPEDITION – HO!!!Getting the Signals Straight Getting There and Back
is Half the Fun! Safari Techniques Upstream and Downstream Drop-OffsREADING THE
SIGNALSThe Millpond The Road to Dublin Running the Rapids Moments to Remember Points
to Ponder Shooting the Curl The Merry-Go-Around Round and Down it Goes Niagara Roulette
The Sluice The Mixmaster The Tube Trap Crosscurrents and Stuff Man-Made HazardsSAVE
THAT TUBE!So What Else is New? – Snow Tubing Floats, Markers & Tools The Inner Tube
Slalom Don’t Just Sit There! – Do It! INTRODUCTION RIVER TUBING -- POOR MANS
RIVER RAFT There's probably a little bit of Huck Finn in all of us that yearns for the chance to
drift quietly down river, or challenge the bubbling rapids of a mountain stream, savoring nature at
its' best.Tubing can be as simple or involved as you like, and as safe or risky as you make it. It
can be done in small or large groups for a few minutes, a few hours or a few days if you are so
inclined. There are no boats to trailer, no outboards to gas up, and relatively little expense or
preparation.River tubing has enjoyed tremendous popu-larity in Arizona over the past decades
and more reports are coming in all the time of the sport catching on in other parts of the country
and the world.The information in this book along with a little common sense should help equip
you for an enjoyable tubing season with a minimum of risk. Whether you are tubing in Arizona,
Alaska or Austalia, these basics should help prepare you for many safe, fun days ahead.DO IT
IN THE WATER! Any river or stream that you are able to wade or swim across can be a
prospect for tubing.Always think twice before tubing a new area. Channels that are subject to
flash flooding or unpredictable changes in water level for any reason can cause real problems.
Likewise, if it turns out to be a heavily fished trout stream, inner tubers aren't likely to win any



popularity contests.Be sure there is public access as required, and check to make sure that
hazards, pests, pollution, local ordinances and restrictions don't promise to make it more trouble
than it's worth.Be considerate of other tubers and water users if you value the privilege of using
these waterways. Accidents and littering do nothing to endear the sport to the public and the
powers that be, so lets make an extra effort to leave a good impression.WHAT'S IT ALL
ABOUT? For those who may be unfamiliar with the fine art of inner tubing, it basically
involves getting in the water at the starting point, sitting in an inner tube (preferably inflated), and
drifting with the current until reaching the end point. If all has gone according to plan you will still
be intact and in place atop of ye auld inner tube.At this point it should be noted that, while many
tubers consider a well stocked ice chest to be standard equipment, each member of the party is
expected to stay sober enough to take care of himself and herself. Such being the case, every-
one should be able to make it to shore unaided.The whole process may take as little or as long a
time as necessary, depending on what's available, where you want to go, and what you want to
do.WHY BOTHER? Whether you are tubing for the excitement of running the rapids, or to
enjoy the solitude of the outdoors, you'll find tubing a unique and very informal approach to
recreation. If you decide to go tubing in an irrigation ditch, don't think you're the first.Inner tubing
can be a cheap date, a family affair, or a different type of outing for a business or club. It's not
uncommon for companies and organizations in Arizona to keep large stocks of tubes on hand
for river use.Some people find it an enjoyable way to find a new picnic area, while others may
use it to get to gold panning areas. Whatever your motives, it's a good way to get out of doors for
a while.SHOULD I INVITE THE BOSS?    

The book by David Lee has a rating of  5 out of 1.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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